
Organic buildings are the strength 
and lightness of the spiders’ spinning, 
buildings qualified by light, bred 
by native character to environment, 
married to the ground FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT
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WHO WE ARE

C&C Safety Glass was established by Chris esterhuyse and Carel Flemix 
in 2002. Their collective knowledge base of the glass industry spans 
46 years. Through dedication and perseverance they have developed 
a dynamic business which continues to thrive. Chris and Carel are 
humbled by the early beginnings of the business and are passionately 
driven to excel in the future to ensure the continued success and 
maintain a leading position in the glass industry.

We operate from our 16 000 m2 owned property in Alrode, by what has 
been described by most professionals and clients alike, locally and from 
abroad, as the most progressive, architecturally interesting and most 
pristine glass processing operation in South Africa.

In order to offer an elevated service in the glazing industry, C&C Safety 
Glass has in-house architectural glass specialists, who assist clients, 
designers, architects, engineers and green consultants with all technical 
aspects regarding their project requirements.

C&C Safety Glass is at the leading edge of glass processing technology, 
boasting a dedicated team with a collective unsurpassed skill set in the 
glass industry, currently employing 180 members of staff.

We continually stay abreast of new product offerings from our suppliers 
as well as researching new supply options, driven by the local energy 
efficiency regulations, to achieve superior energy efficient green star 
rated solutions for our clients.

C&C Safety Glass’ product ranges are strictly manufactured in 
accordance with SABS standards and conform to SAGGA regulations. 

We value and nurture all our relationships with employees, customers, 
suppliers, and professionals and continually strive for exceptional quality 
and service.
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AFGRI

We are at the leading edge  
of glass processing technology
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Our safety glass products 
comply to four different SABS 
specifications

FLUXMANS
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WHAT WE OFFER

SOLAR CONTROL AND eNeRGY SAvING GLAzING SOLUTIONS 

THeRMOSHIeLD: Sealed insulated glass units

SAFeTYSHIeLD: Toughened flat and curved glass

LAMINATeD SAFeTYSHIeLD: Laminated Toughened Safety Glass

COLOURSHIeLD: Roller coated back painted glass for spandrels

COLOURSHIeLD: Screen printing for frit applications

BULLeTSHIeLD: Bullet resistant glass

AUTOMOTIve GLASS: Windscreens, canopy glass, windows for buses, 
armoured vehicles, powerboats etc.

INDUSTRIAL GLASS APPLICATIONS FOR OveNS AND FRIDGeS

DeCORATIve GLAzING: Acid etched glass, patterned glass, coloured glass

1193 Safetyshield 1263-1 Safetyshield 1191 Bulletshield 1263-3 Bulletshield
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WHY WE DO IT BEST

C&C Safety Glass is a leading architectural glass processor. We process glass 
products for diverse architectural and building solutions for both exterior and 
interior applications – to international standards of quality and service. We also 
supply industrial, decorative and automotive glass products.

With access to superior products from the leading architectural glass manufacturers 
worldwide, C&C Safety Glass offers a vast array of architectural glass products to 
meet the demand for superior energy efficient solar control solutions.

Our extensive product range, unrivalled processing capability, enviable infrastructure 
and storage capacity, together with advanced processing equipment means that 
C&C Safety Glass is continually earmarked for prestigious projects nationwide 
and abroad. 

We keep our finger on the pulse of ever changing market trends and new products 
to meet the industry’s energy efficiency requirements – giving us a competitive edge.

C&C Safety Glass works closely with clients, architects and engineers to find solar 
control and energy efficient glazing solutions that meet aesthetic, performance 
and budget requirements.

We are committed to regular capital investments in processing equipment to 
ensure that our clients benefit from the latest innovations the glass industry has 
to offer.

Our ability to process the largest stock sheet sizes in the country allows architects 
the freedom to push the limits with their designs, and realise their creative 
ambitions – once again giving us the leading edge in the industry.

Our dedicated team of industry experts are the backbone of our company, 
and make sure that C&C Safety Glass delivers consistent quality and superior 
customer service, always meeting the highest safety and professional standards. 
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BYLeS BRIDGe
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MACHINE QUANTITY CAPABILITY

CUTTING TABLES
CNC LISEC

SEVEN Two dedicated monolithic cutting tables with edge deleting for soft coated Low E glass. 
These tables cut a maximum sheet size 3 210 mm x 6 000 mm.
Two dedicated laminated glass cutting tables capable of cutting a sheet size up to 3 210 mm x 6 000 mm.

SCHIATTI STRAIGHT-LINE 
POLISHING 

FOUR Bright polish up to 50 mm multi-laminated glass.
Glass edges can be bright polished with an angle of up to 45 degrees.
These machines are best suited to polish non-standard glass sizes.

CNC HORIZONTAL 
POLISHING MACHINE

SEVEN The CNC department can shape bright polish glass to a maximum size of 2 300 mm x 4 000 mm 
and thickness from 4 mm to 19 mm.
Almost any sized hole can be drilled or routed in monolithic glass with CNC accuracy.  
These machines can router hinge cut-outs or centre cut-outs with CNC machine precision and quality.

CNC VERTICAL POLISHING 
MACHINE LISEC KBF 50/27

ONE The only Vertical Polishing Machine in South Africa that can polish up to a maximum size of 5 m x 2.7 m
This polishing machine is ideal for processing high performance, soft coated glass for safe material handling 
as the glass is only held on the non-coated surface thereby eliminating the incidence of coating damage. 
It includes automated polishing and drilling from 3 mm to 19 mm.

DOUBLE EDGING MACHINE ONE The Double Edging Machine is a high volume and high precision polish machine with an in-line washing machine.

HIGH SPEED BELT-SANDER ONE This glass sanding machine has four diamond belt sanding heads for high speed, high volume arising 
of glass edges.

DRILLING FIVE Two horizontal drilling machines for high volume, standard glass products.
Three vertical drilling machines are specifically used for architectural glass and large panels.
Hole diameters start from 5 mm up to 200 mm.

COLOURSHIELD  
SCREEN-PRINTING

FOUR Screen print glass to a maximum size of 1 500 mm x 3 200 mm.
These machines can print various colours and a wide range of designs on glass. We print glass for 
the automotive, industrial and architectural market. Dependent on the design, we are geared to print  
up to three paint colours on a pane of glass. Line and dot patterns are popular in the architectural 
industry, however we are also able to produce various pattern designs.
We only use non-organic paint that is fired into the glass at 670ºC during the toughening process.

OUR GLASS PROCESSING CAPABILITY 
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MACHINE QUANTITY CAPABILITY

COLOURSHIELD – ROLLER 
COATER

ONE Colourshield – back painted glass is produced in an almost limitless range of RAL colours.
We use a non-organic paint that is fired at 670ºC which bonds to the glass, making it  
a highly durable product for the architectural market for spandrels.
The range of colours are produced from the RAL colour codes.
Based on sufficient volumes, our customers are able to specify a colour which we produce accordingly.

INTERMAC WATERJET CUTTER ONE The Intermac CNC waterjet cutting machine cuts through glass up to 120 mm in thickness, at a 
maximum size of 2 030 mm x 4 200 mm.
The waterjet cutter is mostly used to cut holes in glass, however this machine has the capability  
of cutting any shape or design.

CONVECTION FURNACE ONE Capability to toughen flat glass up to 2 450 mm x 5 000 mm from 4 mm to 19 mm thickness.
Produces curved glass with a maximum size of 2 400 mm x 2 400 mm from 5 mm to 19 mm in thickness.
A convection furnace has the advantage of toughening 25% faster than conventional radiation furnaces. 
The convection furnace is ideally suited to toughen high performance soft coated Low E glass.

ROLLER HEARTH TOUGHENING  
FURNACE

ONE This radiation furnace toughens flat glass with a maximum glass size of 2 000 mm x 3 600 mm  
from 4 mm to 19 mm thickness.
Glass can be bent from 3.5 mm to 12 mm to a maximum size of 2 000 mm x 1 000 mm arch  
and a minimum radius of 475 mm.

LISEC THERMOSHIELD DOUBLE  
GLAZING LINE

ONE Maximum size of 2 200 mm x 3 200 mm can be produced.
Thermoshield sealed insulated glazed units of different combinations of raw glass, laminated glass and/or 
Safetyshield toughened glass can be glazed together to achieve different objectives of thermal insulation 
and noise reduction.
Stock holding of silver aluminium space bars in the following widths: 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 16 and 20 mm.
Units are sealed with either polyurethane or silicone.

BULLETSHIELD LINE ONE Used for the manufacture of bullet resistant glass for the architectural, security, and automotive market.
We are able to produce Flat Laminated Safetyshield and Curved Laminated Safetyshield (Toughened 
Laminated Glass).
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MORE THAN SAFETY

Over the years, C&C Safety Glass has expanded its offering to include 
a growing selection of high-specification performance products for the 
energy efficiency sector. We are driven to increase our range of safety 
glass products, and to increase the quality of products produced in 
southern Africa in line with european standards.

We are understandably proud of our facilities and boast an impressive 
array of equipment, particularly our new generation convection 
furnace, which toughens soft-coated Low E high performance glass 
to the most exacting standards. 

Toughening Low e glass is a challenge. The thin coating of silver 
or tin oxide used to reflect heat away from a building’s interior is so 
effective, that it reflects heat away from the glass it coats during the 
manufacturing process. This prevents the furnace from evenly heating 
the glass top and bottom when using normal radiant heat furnaces. 

To resolve this problem we use a convection toughening furnace that 
does not only rely on radiant heat transfer, but also conductive heat 
and friction by hot air that increases the heat transfer of the furnace 
by blowing air that is pre-heated to 700ºC over the coated surface 
of the glass. This ensures that the glass is evenly heated, effectively 
preventing the coating from reflecting the heat.

The additional air supply to the upper surface of the glass helps to 
keep the glass flat during the heating process and reduces bowing 
and optical defects. It also significantly reduces the heating time 
and therefore boosts productivity, cutting processing time by 25% 
compared with a conventional radiation furnace.
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SIGNIFICANT PROjECTS

The product range created by the convection furnace has received 
attention from noteworthy role players in the industry. Our products 
have recently been specified in some significant projects, including the 
offices of the Department of environmental Affairs, managed by the 
Pretoria branch of Boogertman and Partners.

The design called for high performance double glazing in a thermally 
broken curtain wall to conform to stringent U value requirements. 
energy modelling showed that glass with high luminous efficacy was 
needed to ensure the correct level of natural daylight, without heat 
energy entering the building. The architects specified 5 500 m2 of 
Thermoshield Stopray vision 50T on Clearvision and Thermoshield 
Stopray Titanium 37T in order to meet these requirements.

The project brief from the Department of environmental Affairs called 
for clear glass. Thermoshield Stopray vision 50T on Clearvision was 
specified as it met all the performance and aesthetic requirements. 
The Architects opted to use Stopray vision 50T on Clearvision for the 
well shaded north and south facing facades, and Stopray Titanium 37T 
on the east and west facades to deal with the low morning and late 
afternoon sun. After testing using energy modelling, the building was 
awarded with a six star office v1 design rating, making this the third 
and largest six star rated building in the country and the first six star 
rated Government project. DePARTMeNT OF eNvIRONMeNTAL AFFAIRS
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MORE INTEREST

Stopray was also used in the Fluxmans building in Rosebank designed 
by Paragon Architects. Paragon specified 3 600 m2 of C&C Safety 
Glass’s Thermoshield Stopray vision 50T on Clearvision for a floor-to-
ceiling, high performance flush double glazed curtain wall that had to 
be as transparent as possible while overcoming challenges in terms of 
thermal performance, adequate solar shading, glare control and budget.

According to the Architects, the high performance to relatively clear 
appearance ratio was extremely appealing when compared to glass 
with the same level of performance. They were also impressed by the 
aesthetic of the glass in varying lighting conditions, which tied in with 
their clean, minimalist design.

These projects boast some of the highest U values possible in South 
Africa. At a U value of 1.0 W/m2.K, the Department of environmental 
Affairs building is the highest specification double glazed building in 
the country, which matches european standards.

C&C Safety Glass is very proud to have been awarded the glass supply 
on the prestigious Sasol building, commencing early 2015. Paragon 
Architects believes that the new Sasol Corporate Offices in Sandton 
has a powerful architectural form which needed an equally powerful 

FLUXMANS
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facade to emphasise the building envelope. A highly selective, Double 
Silver Low e Coated Thermoshield Stopray vision 36T, reflective vision 
glass was selected for its performance parameters and its ability to 
reflect light and sky. The spandrel glass choice needed to feed into 
the overall reflective language, thus the selection of the bespoke silver 
back painted glass textured panel, Safetyshield Imagin Krizet with 
Ipachrome TC coating. The custom textured spandrel panel subtly 
reflects light as it moves over the building, reinforcing the iconic and 
unique language of the building. 

Pure Consulting Facade engineers selected Stopray vision 36T as 
the primary vision glass for the Sasol Corporate Offices as a result of 
several months of in-depth modelling and analysis. The high spectral 
selectivity of the product meant that vision glazing was able to be 
maximised, ensuring high levels of natural lighting into the offices, 
without compromising the necessary thermal performance of the 
facade. Additional factors that led to the selection of the Stopray 
vision 36T was its ability to be toughened and curved, as well as its 
silvery external appearance which supported the architectural intent 
of the building.

MeDTRONIC
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TALL ORDERS

C&C Safety Glass caters for special needs such as extra lengths. Our 
five-metre glass is widely used as supporting fins. We also produce 
the largest curved sheets in Gauteng at 2.4 by 2.4 metres, and can 
bend the tightest curve on our smaller bender. 

C&C Safety Glass has cornered the curved glass market by offering 
curved double glazed units. We supplied curved glass for the Auto & 
General Telesure building in Steyn City, 15 Alice Lane Sandton, as well 
as for the AFGRI building in Centurion.

We’re proud of our ability to manufacture to these standards, producing 
specialised items covering everything from armoured vehicles to 
fridge and oven glass, along with our architectural offering. Another 
fast growing market is the Colourshield back painted product range 
and we manufacture a vast array of glass, across the full RAL colour 
spectrum. The coloured ceramic frit is fired at 680°C so that the paint 
bonds to the glass for life, ensuring durability.

We are currently upgrading our processed glass tracking system in the 
factory with the installation of new software developed by LISeC, a 
world renowned supplier of superior glass processing equipment. This 
new software will enable C&C Safety Glass to barcode every piece of 
glass thereby allowing for accurate tracking of the glass throughout 
the processing cycle of the glass. This system is most effective for the 
quick tracking and turnaround time for glass replacements.

Our product range and technical abilities mean more creative freedom 
for Architects. Our factory can produce virtually anything that is available 
in europe – a giant step forward for the South African glass industry.
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AFGRI
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

energy consumption has been a growing concern over the past few 
decades, and limiting solar heat gain and energy loss through glazing 
has become a priority in the glass industry. 

Heating and air conditioning account for up to 70% of a buildings’ total 
energy costs. Glass has a major role to play here. Over half of all the 
energy consumed in buildings for heating, hot water, air conditioning, 
and lighting can be halved by simply insulating them. With regards to 
glass, there are two areas where glass technology is already available. 
Firstly, solar control glass to reduce air conditioning costs and to curb 
heating and cooling costs with thermally insulated glass.

C&C Safety Glass boasts a wide range of thermally insulating coated 
glass products from all the leading glass manufacturers in the world.

energy Saving Glazing Technology has improved dramatically in 
recent years, with the net result of lowering your energy costs. Tinted 
glass has long been used in commercial buildings to reduce heat gain 
through windows. Improved, lightly tinted windows are becoming more 
common for the commercial market in southern (cooling dominated) 
climates. The new generation glass products with Double Silver Low 
E Coatings reduce solar heat gain without reducing visibility as much 
as older tinted glass.

MeDTRONIC
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Additionally, C&C Safety Glass has full capability to process superior 
high performance glazing solutions with Triple Silver Low E Coatings. 
The high level of light transmission maximises natural light, yielding all 
the benefits of large indoor spaces bathed in light year round. The 
very low solar factor reduces solar heat gain, resulting in significantly 
lower air conditioning costs. The selectivity (ratio of light transmission 
to solar factor) is always higher than 2. The superb thermal insulation 
due to the low U value attained, minimises energy losses, resulting in 
major energy savings.

This latest Low e coating technology incorporates three silver layers 
and multiple ceramic layers, which can offer as much as 70% visible 
light transparency and 30% better thermal performance compared to 
“Double Silver Low e coatings”.
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We have a dedicated team 
with a collective unsurpassed 
skill set

AUTO & GeNeRAL TeLeSURe
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Specifications
BULLETSHIELD OPTIONS – NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL RATINGS

Class
Weapon & 
ammunition

Projectile 
speed meter/
second

Range 
in metres

Shot
pattern

All glass 
thickness

Glass with 
Armourshield 
film

Polycarb 
composite

B2
GA
LEVEL I

9 mm 
Parabellum
7.4 g

360 10 m
10 m
30 m

3 Shots
100 mm Triangle

28 mm 19 mm

B3
GB
LEVEL II

Magnum 357
10.2 g

400 10 m
10 m
30 m

3 Shots
100 mm Triangle

38 mm 28 mm

B4
GC
LEVEL III A

Magnum 44
15.6 g

450 10 m
10 m
30 m

3 Shots
100 mm Triangle

51 mm 39 mm

B4+ 7.62 mm x 39 mm
AK47

710 10 m 3 Shots
100 mm Triangle

53 mm 44 mm 33 mm

B6
RA

5.56 mm x 45 mm
3.6 g (R4/R5)

960 10 m
10 m

3 Shots
100 mm Triangle

53 mm 33 mm

B6+
RB
LEVEL III 

7.62 mm (R1)
9.3 g (51 mm)

860 10 m
10 m
30 m

3 Shots
100 mm Triangle

79 mm 44 mm

B7 7.62 mm
Armour piercing 
51 mm

860 10 m 1 Shot
100 mm Triangle

63 mm

B7 7.62 mm
Armour piercing 
51 mm

860 10 m 3 Shots
100 mm Triangle

83 mm

B7+ 7.62 mm x 54R API 
B32
10.4 g

860 30 m 3 Shots
120 mm Triangle

110 mm
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